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The “Big Data” paradigm involves large and complex data sets where the clustering task plays a central role for
data exploration. For this purpose, model-based clustering has demonstrated many theoretical and practical
successes in a various number of fields. In this context, user-friendly software are essential for speeding up
diffusion of such academic advance inside the applicative world. MASSICCC (massive clustering in cloud
computing) is a user-friendly SaaS platform which hosts three software specialized in different clustering
tasks and written in C++. This platform allows to manipulate complex data with very light computing tools
(as a smartphone), including also some dynamical graphical outputs. However, it offers also the possibility
to export the results into a R data format for further more expert tasks. The three embedded software are
Mixmod, Mixtcomp and Blockcluster. Mixmod (Lebret et al. 2015) is dedicated to clustering of continuous,
categorical and a mixing of continuous and categorical data. Mixtcomp (Biernacki 2015) adds the possibility
to cluster totally mixed data (continuous, categorical, count, ordinal, rank, functional), potentially including
missing or partially missing (like interval) data. Blockcluster (Bhatia et al. 2017) is dedicated to co-clustering
of large data sets composed of different kinds of data like continuous, categorical and count ones. In this talk,
we will make a focus on both the Mixmod and MixtComp software.
MASSICCC is freely available at https://massiccc.lille.inria.fr
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